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**Distribution of the Flowers**

by Steve Haskin

**TONY HAUSER** had heard through the grapevine that there was a new Brazilian flutist in town. Her name was Clea Galhano and rumor had it that she was a virtuoso adept in the classics as well as the folk music of the Brazilian choro. This would make her a perfect partner for Tony who played both classical and flamenco guitar since he was ten years old. So Tony wasted no time in arranging a meeting with Clea but when she picked up her instrument Tony couldn’t hide his disappointment; Clea played the recorder not the flute. Tony was dismayed, but only until she began to play. After she completed her demonstration Tony realized he had been right to seek Clea out and a beautiful friendship and musical partnership began.

Tony and Clea’s recording *Distribution of the Flowers* is testament to that union. It is both a wonderful showcase for these two fine players and an excellent introduction to the music of Brazil.

The CD begins with its title track written by Heitor Villa-Lobos and named for a Brazilian aboriginal ritual of passing out flowers to a circle of people. The jungle is evoked by Licio Ferreira dos Santos and Ricardo Martins using Brazilian percussion instruments to mimic birds calls and other natural sounds. From Tony’s first note we’re aware of his mastery. His tone is strangely piano-like and completely devoid of even a whisper of string noise. Through out the recording Tony’s playing sounds effortless allowing the listener to concentrate on the music being performed rather than the struggle of the player. Villa-Lobos is the perfect composer for Tony and Clea. Like them, he was equally interested in the folk and classical traditions and *Distribution of the Flowers* was one of many of his compositions with a basis in folk music.

Astor Piazzolla is the only non-Brazilian composer featured on *Distribution of the Flowers*. Piazzolla hails from Argentina and is the master of the bandoneon, a concertina-like instrument used in the tango. Like Villa-Lobos he was a performer of popular music before
... fingerstyle jazz guitar...

A column by Paul Hintz

In the last issue, I reviewed the solo CD Nobody else but Me by Fred Fried, an acoustic, fingerstyle jazz guitarist from Massachusetts. Recently, I had the opportunity to conduct an e-mail interview with Fried. The format combined a little of the spontaneity of a live interview with a little of the time-to-pause-and-revise of a written article. The topics ranged from the source of his unique guitar sound, to influences, to the state of jazz in general. The first half of the interview appears below; the balance will appear in the next issue of the newsletter.

When and why did you start playing the guitar?

I started playing guitar in my first year of college. I started because I had some friends that played, folk and blues, and they would show me a song or a chord and pretty soon I was hooked. I had played clarinet since I was about 12 so I could read music somewhat and that may have helped my finger dexterity.

Who was the first guitarist you can remember seeing in person?

I don't remember the first guitarist I heard in person but I do remember, when I was an English major at Boston University, going to hear Michael Bloomfield with the Electric Flag. The first jazz guitarists I saw play were Kenny Burrell and George Benson at the Jazz Workshop in Boston. They both knocked me out. I remember thinking I had to get a tan suit like the one Kenny wore.

Were you always interested in jazz?

I guess I always liked jazz. At least I heard jazz before I heard say, rock or blues or folk because we had a few records around the house. One I remember was a Dizzy Gillespie album with "Manteca" and "A Night in Tunisia." But we also had shows like South Pacific and Oklahoma. Also, on the radio you could hear a greater variety of music than you can now. I think a problem now that young players have is that they are not exposed to great songs with great melodies. I think a love of melody was instilled in me at a very young age.

Did you listen to other guitarists? Did you ever?

When I knew that I wanted to be a jazz guitarist I listened to every player I could find. I still listen to guitarists now though I usually prefer to listen to pianists because of what the pianist or certain pianists can do. I've always been fascinated by harmony so I'll more often look to the piano.

Did you study with anyone before or after George Van Eps?

Before George I studied briefly with a guitarist named Paul Guertin at Berklee (I didn't attend Berklee, but you could get private lessons there) and then a few lessons with Mick Goodrick. After George I studied with John Collins, who is a great player, and then a great jazz accordionist, Tommy Gumina. This was in Los Angeles.

How did you find out about Van Eps?

Before moving to California, I asked Bill Leavitt (head of the guitar dept. at Berklee) who in L.A. I might be able to study with. He mentioned George as well as Howard Roberts.

What did you study with Van Eps?

George taught a very pianistic method of playing whereby you didn't just play chords, you played moving voices. He had very specific left and right hand techniques that not only facilitated this concept, they also made you think differently about what could be done on the instrument. George has a number of books out and I can't imagine any
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dedicated guitarist not learning something from him.

Do you teach? How much (how many students)? How long have you taught? What kind of students? Are you a performer who teaches or a teacher who performs?

Yes, I do teach and I’ve taught all levels off and on for many years. Currently I have about 25 students. When I teach I teach. I don’t sit there and play for the students except to demonstrate a technique or principle. I’m there to teach and I hope to let a little bit of my enthusiasm for the instrument rub off. If they want to hear me play they can go to one of my gigs. But in case I misunderstood the question, I’m first and foremost a guitarist who performs.

Why the 7-string guitar? How long have you played it? Did you take it up because of Van Eps?

After I started studying with George and heard what he was doing I saw the 7-string as just a natural way to go. I never had any doubt about it. It’s just an expanded range and it makes a lot of sense. I’ve been playing it now for over 20 years.

Why an acoustic flat-top instrument?

I like the sound of the acoustic flat-top guitar and particularly my Mark Wescott 7-string. Frankly, most archtop guitars, when played acoustically sound rather thin. The characteristic jazz guitar sound is gotten primarily when it is amplified using the neck pickup. Some may project very well acoustically but that loudness often gets confused with tone. My Wescott gets a fuller, rounder sound than an archtop. It almost sounds like a classical.

How did you find the luthier who built your instrument?

When I became interested in the flat-top guitar I called a lot of luthiers and had them send me photos and information. When I saw the photo Mark sent to me, it was love at first sight. I soon drove down to New Jersey where he lives to hear it and the sound was even better than I expected.

You get a remarkably consistent sound on all the recordings of yours I’ve heard. Was that difficult to find? Do you feel that the recorded sound of your guitar is a good representation of the live sound of the instrument?

I think my recorded sound is a fair representation of what my guitar sounds like. In the studio I use a microphone primarily with a little help from a piezo pickup and a little reverb. So when you hear my recordings, that’s what my guitar sounds like.

What is fingerstyle jazz guitar? Is that a good (or good enough) label for what you do?

The term fingerstyle jazz guitar is very vague and therefore not a term I’m too happy with. It could refer to any style where you don’t use a pick. I think the term pianistic is a little more apt because it implies that harmony and melody are played simultaneously.

Did you “hear” the style you wanted to play before you started to play the guitar or before studying with Van Eps or did the style emerge “on its own” from your practicing/playing? Was there a decisive moment or period of time when your style came into focus for you, or was it a longer, more gradual evolution?

I think I started “hearing” my style after I studied with George. But having listened to piano as well as orchestral works before that, I was aware of inner voices, moving lines within chords and I was somewhat aware that harmony was a wide open subject. But the style did just evolve gradually on its own through a lot of practicing and playing. After a while I knew how I wanted certain things to sound and I worked to develop ways to accomplish what I heard. And I consider it always evolving.

Your style sounds very much influenced by jazz pianists, especially Bill Evans. Is that a fair description? If so, how did that come about?

Bill Evans has had an enormous influence on me. It’s just that his approach, his harmony, his respect for melody, and his time concept are things that strike sympathetic chords within me. I find a beauty in his music that is deeply moving. And to me, this is the mark of a true artist.

[The balance of this interview will appear in the next issue of the newsletter.]

Fred Fried’s recordings can be obtained by contacting him at Ballet Tree Jazz Productions, PO Box 1946, Orleans, MA 02653.

Paul Hintz plays fingerstyle 7-string jazz guitar. He can be heard solo or in the jazz-and-spoken-word duo DuoTonic with drummer/vocalist/composer/poet Carole Selin.
general. Hermeto Paschoal is from the northeastern Brazilian state of Alagoas and his music is very different than the composers associated with Rio. Northern Brazil is more influenced by Afro-Brazilians and his tune “Bebe” is based on a rhythm from Bahia.

“Enigma,” by Brenno Blauth, is indeed a musical puzzle. Changes in meter and tempo make it completely unpredictable. Blauth is a Brazilian champion of modern music. His work includes pieces for orchestra, piano, chamber music and choral works. He often uses modern devices such as polytonality, atonality, indeterminate notation and chance devices. This is the first recording of “Enigma.”

Even further out than “Enigma” is the recorder solo “It is the Silence” composed for Clea Galhano by Paulo Cesar Chagas. “It is the Silence” is a tour de force of the special effects the recording is capable of: flutter-tonguing, creating chords by over-blowing and extending the instrument's range through the use of harmonics.

The final three pieces of Distribution of the Flowers return to the kind of music that most people associate with Brazil — beautiful, major key melodies and danceable rhythms. “Pedacinho do Ceu” (Little Piece of the Sky) is by Waldyr Azevedo, Brazil’s best known cavaquinho virtuoso. (The cavaquinho is a Brazilian instrument similar to the ukulele.) “Choro pra Tulino” by Nilto Rangel, is a contemporary choro utilizing bossa-nova rhythms and harmonies. Finally, “E do que ha” (That’s What There Is) by Luiz Americanos Rego adds cavaquinho, performed by Joan Griffith, to the ensemble and brings Distribution of the Flowers to a resounding conclusion.

Tony’s original disappointment in finding Clea to be a recorder player rather than a flutist was founded on his knowledge of recorder as a diatonic instrument incapable of chromaticism and restricted to a
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small number of possible keys. Only a real virtuoso is able to perform the completely chromatic flute literature on the recorder. Such a virtuoso is Clea Galhano. Clea received an advanced degree in Early Music Performance from the New England Conservatory in Boston. She is the two-time winner of the Conservatory's annual baroque concerto competition and she won the Fourth National Recorder Competition in Brazil. Clea Galhano is a faculty member at both St. Thomas University and MacPhail Center for the Arts.

Tony Hauser is well known to audiences in the Twin Cities having been an active performer for over twenty five years. He is the son of two renowned local artists, sculptor Alonzo Hauser and modern dance choreographer Nancy McKnight Hauser. Tony has a degree in guitar performance from the University of North Carolina where he studied with Jesus Silva.

Distribution of the Flowers is available at The Podium music store, Applause, Musicland, Best Buy, Borders, Barnes and Noble and from the Schubert Club.

www.gspguitar.com
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MGS Member Performance Calendar
Compiled / edited by Joanne Backer

**May**

**TUESDAY 2**
PAUL HINTZ, solo at Dunn Brothers Coffee on Grand Ave., St. Paul. Fingerstyle jazz guitar from 8:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

**FRIDAY 5**
PAUL HINTZ, with Carole Selin (vocals/percussion) in DuoTonic, Midway Borders Bookstore, from 8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

**SATURDAY 6**
PAUL HINTZ, solo fingerstyle jazz guitar at Jerabeck's Afternoon Tea, 1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
TIM DAVEY, Dreamcoat Cafe, 215 S. Main, Stillwater, MN 8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

**FRIDAY 12**
PHIL HEYWOOD at the MN State College SE Technical - Red Wing campus, 1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. annual open house to display student-built guitars (Phil will be playing them). 800/657-4849, 308 Pioneer Rd., Red Wing, MN.

**SATURDAY 13**
PAUL HINTZ with Carole Selin (vocals/percussion) at Anodyne Coffeehouse, 43rd & Nicollet Ave. S., Mpls. 8:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m.

**Friday 19**
PAUL HINTZ, solo fingerstyle jazz guitar at Barnes & Noble Bookstore, Eagan. 8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

**Saturday 20**
PHIL HEYWOOD at Coffee Grounds, 1579 Hamline Ave. N., Falcon Heights, from 8:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m. 651/644-9959.
LaVERNE CHRISTIE, Barnes & Noble, Maple Grove, 8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

**Tuesday 23**
PAUL HINTZ, solo fingerstyle jazz guitar at the Dunn Brothers Freighthouse, Mpls., 7:30 p.m.

**FRIDAY 26**
PAUL HINTZ, solo fingerstyle jazz guitar at Prairie Star Coffeehouse, Raymond & University, St. Paul.

**WEDNESDAY 31**
PAUL HINTZ with Carole Selin (vocals/percussion) in DuoTonic at Dunn Bros. Coffee, University Ave., near Dinkytown, Mpls. 8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

**June**

**Saturday 3**
PHIL HEYWOOD, Amazing Grace Coffeehouse, 8 p.m. $8. 218/723-0075, 394 S. Lake Ave., Duluth, MN.

**Saturday 10**
PHIL HEYWOOD at the Easy Creek Bistro and Bar, Arkansaw, WI (an hour east of Prescott, WI, just off US Hwy. 10). 7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. 715/285-5736.

**Tuesday 13**
PAUL HINTZ, solo fingerstyle jazz guitar, Dunn Brothers Coffee on Grand, St. Paul.

**Friday 16**
LaVERNE CHRISTIE, Borders Bookstore, Woodbury, 8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

**Tuesday 20**
PAUL HINTZ, solo fingerstyle jazz guitar, Dunn Brothers Freighthouse on 3rd Ave., Mpls. 7:30 p.m.

**Wednesday 28**
PAUL HINTZ with Carole Selin (vocals/percussion) at Dunn Brothers Coffee on University Ave., near Dinkytown, Mpls. 8:00 p.m.

---

**Q.**
What do you get when you cross Martin, Washburn and other fine instruments, Excellent Repairs, Top-Notch Teachers, Music, Accessories, Free Special Ordering, Friendly Service and put it all under one convenient roof only 4-1/2 blocks south of I-94 on Snelling Avenue?

**A.**

**cadenza music**

**149 N. Snelling / St. Paul, MN 55104 / 651-644-3611**

---

**Stephen Kakos**
Classic Guitars
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repair restorations
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**STEVE HASKIN**
GUITAR LESSONS 612.729.2984
CLASSIFIEDS

Classifieds are free to members and can be placed by mailing ad (please type or print clearly) to: MGS, PO Box 14986, Mpls., MN 55414 or call 612-374-4681.

I buy guitars! Dakota Dave Hull, 612-724-6995.

FOR SALE: Contreras "Studio" guitar, 1972, appraised at $1075. Accept offer, Caroline 612-377-8402.

Minnesota Mandolin Society is looking for guitarists. We play classical, ragtime, ethnic and folk music. Call Jack at 612-334-5923 (days) or 612-377-7511 (even). FOR SALE: Ovation Custom Balladeer Model #1612 for sale w/hardshell case, $439 firm. Yamaha G-120A classical w/case $90. 612-786-4837.

Twin Cities Jazz Information! Call the Twin Cities Jazz Society JazzLine: 651-633-0329.

FOR SALE: 1967 Ramirez 1-A Flamenco guitar $1,400 or B/O. Must sell, 612-721-1404.

Classical & Jazz guitar lessons by professional instructor with a degree in classical guitar and more than 15 years of teaching experience. For more info, call Pavel Jary at (651) 649-0114.


Fingerbored? Your crave new ideas and inspiration in your fingerstyle guitar playing. You need to work with Gary Joyner. Acoustic fingerstyle guitar lessons, theory, variety of styles, innovative concepts that will shake up your playing. (651) 699-8874.

STUDY PARTNER: Male 42 Int/Adv Classical/Jazz plays classic guitar. Seeks study partner, solo, duet, arranging, theory. For weekly session. Serious fun only. Paul, 612-378-5160 or pft40@excite.com


David Qualey (fingerstyle guitar) songbooks for sale. $5 ea. Geo. Seifert, 651-481-1639.

FOR SALE: 1974 Yairi (Brazilian Rosewood), $500, call John at (612) 929-7475.

FOR SALE: 1980 Martin D-25K. Rare model w/beautifully figured KoA sides and top. Distinct appearance w/tortoise pick guard, and other special appointments. Perfect condition, rarely used. One owner. $2,000. Call Al at (612) 473-5224.
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612-487-7937
1722 Lexington Av. N.
Roseville
612-822-7602
1301 W. Lake St.
Minneapolis
612-535-5311
Crystal Shopping Ctr. (Bass Lk. & W. Broadway), Crystal

612-898-3393
14025 Grand Av. S.
Burnsville
612-714-1460
7060 Valley Crk. Plaza
Woodbury

FINE
CLASSIC &
ACOUSTIC GUITARS

martin • taylor • larrivee • lowden

 gibson • Breedlove • goodall

collings • guild

Classical Guitars by
 ramirez • devenport

 burket • thames

sheet music • guitar lessons
strings & accessories

424-14th Ave. SE in Dinkytown
612-331-8893 call us!

We special order sheet music daily.